ANDP'S CONTRIBUTION TO THE INCLUSIVE
GRAND DIALOGUE ANNOUNCEDBY THE HEAD OF STATE
The National Alliance for Democracyand Progress is happy and supports the
decision of the Head of State convokingan inclusive Grand Dialogueto put an end to
the crisis affinting the Anglophone Regions of the Nord West and South West.

Previously ,during the start of hostilities in the North West and South West, ANDP
during a meeting of its ExecutveBureau invited the Head of the State to open a Dialogue
with the people of these Regions to discuss their annoying prolbems so as to bring peace
in the North West and Soud West.

Our greatest satisfaction now that the Dialogue is declared is to see that the
contours which must lead to its total success must be taken into consideration.

The inclusve Grand Dialogue ressembles to something like the tripartite which
took place some 28 years ago.
The tripartite had as objective to deblock the politicalsituation of the country which

was marked by repeated strikes, stoppage of movelnentof persons and propety, briefly a
situation which could lead to the general blockage of the country by opposition
Politicians at the time.

It is worth nothing that inspite of the fact that, the crisis concerns particularly the

North West and Sound West Regions,itis also worthy to mention that the insecurity
created by these problems overlaps to other Regions notably the West and Littoral and
above all the economic consequences.

There is an old saying which goes thus; to Dialogueyou must be two , the
aggrievedand the aggressor; just like in the case of the tripartite,the aggrievedwas
Cameroonand the aggressor; the politicalclass of the opposition; the later was well
known and indentified in advance.

In the case of the Grand Dialogue,the Head State in his address of September10
2019 to the Cameroonian people defined the participants ;I quote (Presided by the Prime

Minister, Head of Government,this Dialoguewill bring together a handfulof disversed
personalities, parlementarians Political leaders, opinion leaders , intellectuals , Economic
oprerators, traditional authorities, Religious autthorities and the Diaspora etc. Also to be
invited are representatives of defense and security forces, armed groups and victims . End
of quote).

At the commecementof this matter were members of the Diapora based in the
United States and in Canada who thought they could create whit hin a few months,a
Republic called Ambazonia regrouping the regionsof the North West and South West.
They were quite sure of their adventure that they persuaded certains foreig groups to
buy the petrol at the out skirts of South West notably a Canadian compagny which gave
them a confortable advance .1tis with this advance that they bought arms and recruited
many unemployed youths to constitute what secessionist fighters.
The Ambazonian Rapublc having become a non event the tenors of the Diapora
engaged in adventure now in prison in Cammeroonwhith SISSEKU AYUK TABE at
the head, the fighterson the ground have taken the relief baton involving assasinattion
and kidnapping for ransom to survive ;carrying out hostilities onthe ground, divided into
camps with a" general" at the head of each camp.
As from this stage , the principal question to ask is :
The group of SISSEKU TABE
THE Diaopora based in the USA
Heads of camps on the ground
Elites with in interior of the country)

Has the legitimacy to represent the fighters abd impose a seize fire that all
Cameroonians are waiting to result from the Dialogue.
It be primordial to solve this problems before the apening of the Dialogue so as avoid
the Unknown during the grand come to gether.
x

x

x

other problems not pertaining to security affects the North-West and South-West and
Cameroon at large such as :

Assistant to the reinsersion of internally and externally displaced
When peace must have returnedas we hope the populationof Noso so far displaced
internally and externally will return homme, unfortunatelydiminished to recontinue

their previousoccupationsbefore , an Ambitiousreinsertionprogramwill be required
to be put in place

Date of the next parliamentary . municipal and Regional elections
Here and there , polical parties are actively preparing for these elections , which
normrlly should hold at the beginning of the year 2020.

Certains Anglophone leaders of the North West and South West are of the opinion that
the displaced persons should complety return , an electoral census carried out before
fixing the date for these elections.

A UNITED AND INDIVISIBLE CAMEROON
During the discussion which will be coming on during the Grand Dialogue , it would
be advisable to maintain the one and indivisible character of Cameroon.

MODE OF ELECTIONS PARTENINGTO REGIONAL COUNCILLORS
Certains political parties , like ours the ANDP are of the opinion that during the
Reginaol elections, the Regional Councillors must be elected by direct Universal
suffrage and that the post of Government Delegates should disappear and give room
for the Grand Urban agglomerations to have the Government Delegates elected by the
Municipal councilors.

LATE PRESIDENT AHIDJO
Also , i twill be quite reasonable that the Government conceit will the family of the late
President, to organize the return of the remains of President AHIDJO.

CREATION OF DEEP SEAPORT IN LIMBE
In the Economic Domain ,a creation of a deep sea port in LIMBE is necessaryto
reinforce our capacity of harbouring vessels of high standing.

SOCIAL DOMAIN
More emphasis should be laid in the practice of bilingualism in Cameroon and render
Basic Education oligatory and and free by eliminating all the chains of corruption
surrounding the teachers.

Mr Prime Minister , these are some of the suggestions that ANDP brings to your hugh
office as you start most awaited Grand Dialogue.

Done in Yaoundé, the 20th of Septetnber
National President

HAMADOU MOUSTAPHA
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